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Abstract 
Abst rac t of thesis enti t led: 
Congruences for Binomial Coefficients modulo 
Submi t ted by H O I Wai- leung 
for the degree of Master of Phi losophy 
at The Chinese Univers i ty of Hong Kong 
in June 2002 
Let p = /c/ + 1 be a prime. I n th is thesis we study congruences for b inomial 
coefficients of the form ( : 》 w h e r e 0 < s < r < k modulo p^. We first prove 
our ma in result which relates b inomia l coefficients to Jacobi sums and Bernoul l i 
polynomials. The result is due to Sun and Yeung in [8 . 
Then we concentrate on the evaluation of Jacobi sums for A; = 5, 8,10,12. 
Such computat ions involve knowledge on the representation of the pr ime p by 
quadrat ic forms. 
The main part of the thesis is the determinat ion of (mod p^) 
in the cases k — b, 8,10,12 which is the work of the author. Once the results 
are known, we are able to give expl ici t formulae for the congruences of b inomial 
coefficients. 
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中文摘要 
f r f ] 
設 p = 1 爲 一 素 數 。 在 這 篇 論 文 ’ 我 們 會 討 論 形 爲 的 二 項 式 系 
WJ 
數模 /的一般公式。我們首先會證明一個連繫二項式系數， J a c o b i 和及 
B e r n o u l l i 多項式的主要定理。這是 S u n 及 Y e i m g 於 [ 8 ] 內的工作。 
我們會繼續計算不同的整數A：所對應的 J a c o b i和。有關的計算結果將涉 
及 以 二 次 型 表 示 素 數 的 一 些 結 果 。 
本論文的主要內容爲計算當 k = 5 , 8 , 1 0 , 1 2時， J (产’ ) ( m o d / ) 的値。 
當此數値已知時，我們便能得到相關的公式。 
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Let p = /c/ + 1 be an odd pr ime, where k > 2, f > 1 are integers. For any 
posit ive integers r, s w i t h r + s < k, we consider the b inomia l coefficients of the 
fo rm 广).In th is thesis, we are interested in the congruences of these b inomia l 
coefficients modu lo p^ i n terms of the parameters arising f rom the representations 
of p by quadrat ic forms. 
A n easier question is about congruences of b inomia l coefficients modu lo p. 
The earliest result is due to Gauss, who showed tha t for p = 4 / + 1 = a^ + 
w i t h a = l (mod 4), 
( 2 力 三 2a ( m o d p ) . (1.1) 
B y using Jacobi sums, Hudson and Wi l l i ams in [6] systematical ly investigated 
such congruences for A: = 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10，11,12,13,14,15,16，20, 24. These 
congruences can be found in [1] and [6 . 
A na tura l generalization is the determinat ion of b inomia l coefficients modulo 
higher powers of p，the first being The first result of this k ind was conjectured 
by Beukers and proved by Chowla, Dwork and Evans [2] who proved tha t 
(2/)+-盒）(宁)（—2) (1.2) 
w i t h p, a the same as above. Later , in [10], Yeung used Jacobi sums to determine 
6 
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b inomia l coefficients modu lo p^ for (j)(k) 二 2, i.e., A; = 3 ,4 , 6. He used the Gross-
K o b l i t z fo rmu la to relate b inomia l coefficients t o Jacobi sums and the sums of 
the fo rm 
ef 1 
E } (1-3) 
j=i J 
for 1 < e < A:. 
I t tu rns out t ha t the congruences found i n [10] has appl icat ions i n number 
theory. I n [3], Crandal l , Di lcher and Pomerance have used the results i n [6] in 
implement ing an a lgo r i thm t o search for W i l son pr imes (A Wi l son pr ime p is a 
pr ime number sat isfy ing (p — 1 ) !三— 1 (modp2 ) ) . 
The next step is t o determine those b inomia l coefficients modu lo p^ for ( ^ ⑷ = 
4, i.e., k = 5, 8 ,10,12. The case A: = 8 is discussed i n Theorem 9.4.5 of [1 . 
Di f f icul t ies arise because of two reasons. One is the evaluat ion of Jacobi sums. As 
k grows larger, the number of parameters arising f r om the representat ion of p by 
quadrat ic forms increases, mak ing the formulae much more compl icated. Another 
problem is the evaluat ion of the sum (1.3). W h e n k = 3,4,6， the computa t ion 
is relat ively easier, wh ich can be found in [10]. For the cases of A: = 5,10, 12, we 
have to use a result f rom Granvi l le and Sun in [4]. They relate the sum in (1.3) 
to Bernoul l i numbers and Bernoul l i polynomials, wh ich can be easily computed 
when (l){k) < 4. 
Th is thesis is based on the manuscr ipt by Sun and Yeung [8] in 2000. The 
authors have reduced the problem to the determinat ion of ” (mod 
Some formulae are found in [8], bu t the results are far f rom complete. 
The author of th is thesis is to completely determine the above congruences for 
k 二 5,8,10,12. 
The structure of this thesis is described as below. I n Chapter 2, we define 
Jacobi sums and prove some congruence properties of them. Also we ment ion the 
properties of Bernoul l i numbers and Bernoul l i polynomials. A brief discussion of 
\ 
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the congruences 
1 - B p — i ( m o d 泳 (1.4) 
where 1 < r < A:, is presented. The ma in par t is Chapter 3，in which we prove 
the ma in theorem relat ing b inomia l coefficients to Jacobi sums and Bernoul l i 
polynomials fo l lowing [8] and [10]. Our ma in too l is the Gross-Kobl i tz formula 
for Gauss sums. 
The evaluat ion of congruences of Jacobi sums is the main theme in Chapter 
4. Here we obta in some congruences in terms of the parameter arising f rom the 
representation of p by quadrat ic forms. Such formulae are quite complicated. 
F ina l ly we paste al l the results f rom Chapters 1 to 4 to obta in expl ici t formulae 
of the congruences of b inomia l coefficients modulo p^ i n Chapter 5. The case 
k = S, which is equivalent to Theorem 9.4.5 of [1], is rediscovered. Numerical 




I n th is chapter, we give the basic propert ies of Jacobi sums, Bernou l l i num-
bers and Bernoul l i po lynomials. I t tu rns out tha t there is a l inkage between 
b inomia l coefficients and the above quant i t ies (see Theorem (3.3.1)). Here we 
fol low Chapters 2 and 3 of [1 . 
2.1 Gauss and Jacobi Sums 
Throughout th is thesis, p denotes a pr ime and q = / / ’ where r is a posit ive 
integer. Denote the f in i te f ield of q elements by F^ and the mul t ip l i ca t ive group 
of F„ bv F : , which is cyclic. 
begin by g iv ing the def in i t ion of characters, Gauss sums and Jacobi sums. 
Definition 2.1.1. An additive character t'' of Fq is a rion-trivial fiorrwmorph.isrn 
from the additive group F,, to the jmiltiplicafive group of ami pi ex roots of unity. 
nuiltiphcative ('knracter \ of F^^ is a homonwrphisin froni the multiplicative 
group F* to the inultiplicative group of complex roots of innty. 
We define \o as the t r i v ia l character, i.e.. \o(o) = 1 for any a in F; . A l l other 
characters are said to be non-t r iv ia l . For any mul t ip l icat ive character • 入 ' ( )， w e 
9 
\ 
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can extend the doma in of def in i t ion of x to a l l of ¥q by def in ing x ( 0 ) 二 0. We 
also define 叉(a) = x ( ^ ) and = for any a i n F*. 
We say tha t a mu l t i p l i ca t i ve character x is of order k if k is the smallest 
posi t ive integer such t h a t x^ = Xo-
From now on, we assume al l characters are mu l t i p l i ca t i ve characters unless 
otherwise stated. 
A useful result is about the sum 
E 淋 
aeFg 
I f X is t r i v ia l , then the sum is q. I f x is nont r iv ia l , then there exists a in F* 
such tha t x{P) + 1，thus 
x(/5) E …二 E 暴、=E 
ae¥q ae¥* 7G F* 
々 ( 2 . 1 ) 
Definition 2.1.2. Let x be a character and • be a fixed additive character of F^， 
then the Gauss sum Gr{'x) is defined by 
Grix) = 眷 ) . 
ae Fq 
Definition 2.1.3. Let Xi, X2 be multiplicative characters on Fg, then the Jacohi 
sum J r ( x i , X2) is defined by 
Jr(Xi,X2) = ^1(^)^2(1 - 0 ) . 
ae Fq 
I f r = 1’ we w i l l always suppress the subscript r. 
Obviously, a Jacobi sum is an algebraic integer as i t is a sum of products of 
complex roots of uni ty. 
\ 
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2.2 Basic Properties of Characters and Jacobi 
Sums 
Here we include some basic propert ies of characters and Jacobi sums wh ich 
are useful i n our discussion. 
Proposition 2.2 .1 . Let x and be characters on F^. If x is nontrivial, then 
入 ( X，幻= — X ( — 1 ) . (2.2) 
If xi^ is nontrivial, then 
粉 - G 署 . (2.3) 
and if x, ip and x^ are all nontrivial, then 
= V ^ . (2.4) 
Proof. See Theorem 2.1.1 and 2.1.3 in [1]. • 
Proposition 2.2.2. If x and ip are characters on F^ with x, and x功 nontrivial, 
then 
M x . 奶 = H - 观 又 ; , V O = ) d - 观 又 必 , X ) . (2.5) 
Proof. See Theorem 2.1.5 in [1]. • 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let p > 2. Let x be nontrivial on F^ with x Pj where p is 
the quadratic character on Fg of order 2. Let Kr{x) = X(4)Jr(X,X)- Then 
p i - l ) K r { x p ) = Kr(x) = X{-1)MX,XP) (2.6) 
In particular, if x has order 2 j , where j > 1； then 
p{-l)Kr{x'-') = Kr{x) = x{-l)Jr{x. x''') (2.7) 
\ 
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Proof. See Theorem 2.1.6 i n [1]. • 
F rom now on, unless otherwise stated, we assume t h a t g = p is an odd pr ime, 
p = kf + 1 where A; > 2, ^ is a p r im i t i ve root ( m o d p ) , f5 = exp(27ri/A:). 
Proposition 2.2.4. Let x be a character{modp) of order k such that x{g) = P-
Set Z 二 indg2, T 二 indgS, R 二 indgb. Then 
(a) X ( - 1 ) 二 ( - 1 , . 
Moreover, if k 三 2 ( m o d 4)，then x (—1) = ( f . 
(b) X ( 2 ) = 沪 . 
Moreover, if k 三 Q ( m o d 8)，then Z = 0 ( m o d 2), 
and if k 三 4： ( m o d 8)； then Z 三 f ( m o d 2). 
(c) X(3) = pT. 
Moreover, if k 三 Q ( m o d 12), then T = 0 ( m o d 2). 
(d) x(4) = 
(e) x(5) = 丑. 
Moreover, if k 三 Q ( m o d 5)； then 三 0 ( m o d 2). 
Proof. See Lemma 3.0.2 in [1]. • 
2.3 Characters on Ok/p 
Let K = Q(/?) and Ok be the r ing of integers of K. Let G = G a l ( K / Q ) and 
(Ji belong to G such tha t = for I < i < k, where (z, k) = 1. I t is well 
known that Ok = (Theorem 2.6 of [9]). Let p be a pr ime such that p 十 A:， 
T = t{p) be the smallest posit ive integer such that p ” 三 1 (mod k). B y Theorem 
2 on page 196 of [7], the pr inc ipal ideal p^Ok can be factorized as 
P^Ok = (pip2 ... PgY = pWI ... P二， 
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where each pi has degree r and g = (p{k)/r. 
Let p = pi for some i. From now on, we fix this p. Then Ok/P is a field with 
elements as p is a pr ime ideal. By Proposit ion 14.1.2 of [7], 
n = 剛 ) 二 (i^ /^pi)=(pi=p'Ok. 
aeG 
where N{p) is the norm of p. By unique factorization, we can wri te 
TP'Ok 二 n 队， (2.8) 
l<r<A; 
where pi = cr^(p) for all di in C, 1 < i < k, where (z, k) = 1. 
Consider the cosets + p in Ok!P-, where {) < i < k. They are A:—roots of 
uni ty in Ok/p- We claim that they are dist inct. Suppose not, then + p = 1 + p 
for some i w i t h 1 < i < k. Thus 1 — belongs to p, imply ing that N{1 — 
belongs to p. Let s — order of (3\ We have two cases: 
Case 1 I f 5 is a power of some prime t, then t | k. Note that p\ k, so {p, t) = 1. 
By Theorem 2.1.9 in [1]，t = 7V(1 - f3') which is in p. 
As p belongs to p, 1 belongs to p also. 
Case 2 I f s is not a power of some prime t, then by Theorem 2.1.9 in [1], 
1 = — (3^) which belongs to p . 
In both cases, 1 is in p, which lead to contradiction. As they are distinct, they 
comprise all of the k—th roots of uni ty in Ok丨p-
Let OL be in Ok such that a does not belong to p. Note that (Ok/p)* is a 
cyclic group w i t h order p^ — 1. So + p is a A;—th root of uni ty in Ok/p-
Therefore there exists a unique such that + p = a ( 广 + p. 
Now we can define a function xp on 
, 、 > ， a 雀 P 
0, a G p 
V 
By defining + P) = W ⑷ ’ we can view Xp as a character on Ok/p-
\ 
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Given a character x on a f in i te f ie ld F^ w i t h q = p^^ we w i l l v iew x as the 
character Xp on Ok!p by iden t i f y ing a generator a + p of { O k / p Y w i t h the 
generator 7 of Fg chosen such t ha t x(7) 二 + P). 
Now we consider the p r ime ideal fac tor izat ion of Jacobi sums i n Ok- AS 
usual, we let p = kf 1 where k > 2, i.e. p 三 1 (mod A;). Denote {a)k as the 
least posi t ive integer congruent to a ( m o d k) and a _ i as the inverse of a ( m o d k) 
We also let p be a p r ime ideal i n Ok d i v id ing p Ok, and x be the character Xp on 
Ok/p of order k. Define S = { j \ Q < j < k, ( j , k) = 1 and {mj}k + (nj)k < k} 
Theorem 2.3 .1 (Theorem 2.1 .14 of [1]). Let m, n be integers such that 
0 < m,n < k and m + n ^  k. Then 
O(modp)， m + n < k, 
八 nf \ (2.9) 
I ( - 1 广 耐 , , ( m o d p ) , m + n〉k 
Proof. Take an integer j such tha t 0 < j < k and [ j , k) = 1, then 
= E 产〜)产(1-cO 
O^aeOK/p 
三 …4 E 〈了〉 ' ) ( -� 1 
aeiOK/p)* i=o ^ ^ ) 
三 f 艺 ( 腕 〜 l y ^ a馳(modp)。(2.10) 
\ 2 7 aeiOK/io)* 
I f j belongs to S, then for z = 0,1, • • • f { n j ) k , we have 
0 < f(mj)k + i < f{mj)k + f { n j } k < k < p - 1. 
Notice tha t 
f 
^^^ p — 1, e = 0 (modp — 1) 
^ (2.11) 
c^e{OK/pr 0, e ^ 0 (modp — 1) 
So for any j in S, x"^^)三 0 (mod p) . B y apply ing a广 1 on bo th sides, we 
have 
J (广， X " ) 三 O ( m o d p广 0 . (2.12) 
\ 
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I f m + n < k, t hen 1 is i n S. T h e f i rst congruence fol lows by tak ing j = 1 i n 
(2.12). To prove the second congruence, take j = 1 m (2.10). T h e n 
J ( X � X ，三 E ( Y ) (—1” E 一 ( m o d p). (2.13) 
The r igh tmost inner sum in (2.13) equals 0 i f z (k — m)f and 1 i f i = (k—m)f 
by (2.11)(note t ha t m + n< 2k ^ mf + nf < 2{p - 1)). Thus 
J ( x � , )三 ( ( 二 ) , ) ( - 1 广 ) 、 - 1 ) 
三 G 二 ) / ) ( - 1 ) — 
三 [ 二 ) f ) � - ”一 (modP)-
• 
Theorem 2.3 .2 (Theorem 2.1 .14 of [1]). With the notation the same as in 
Theorem 2.3.1，we have 
J i x ' ^ . x n O K ^ U p r ^ . (2.14) 
j^s 
Proof. B y (2.12), ^ / ( x爪 , X ” belongs to p广 1 for any j in 5 . So 
= 乂；Qp厂 1, (2.15) 
jes 
where A is an ideal of O/ : . 
Note that〈一r/〉人.=k — (a) for a 丰 0 (mo(U.) . Thus by (2.12) w i t h m and n 
replaced by k — m and k — n respectively. 
B n p 厂丨. （2.16) 
J 巧.ij.k、=i 
l<i<k 
Mul t i p l y i ng (2.15) and (2.16) and using (2.4). we have p O ^ = A B p O k - . which 
means A ^ B = Ok- The result follows by (2.15). • 
\ 
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2.4 Bernoulli Numbers and Bernoulli Polyno-
mials 
Here we recal l the def ini t ions and some basic propert ies of Bernou l l i numbers 
and Bernou l l i po lynomia ls wh ich are useful i n section 3.2. 
Definition 2.4.1. For any non negative integer n, the Bernoulli numbers B^ are 
defined by 
—1 - 〜 ， n>0 
and the Bernoulli polynomials Bn{t) are defined by 
巧 = 以 ⑷ } 
n>0 
I t is easy to see tha t 二 Bn and B^ is ra t iona l for al l n > 0. Moreover, 
n , \ 
Bn、t) = Y ^ r ) B j r - 3 . (2.17) 
3=0 
Also by considering 
e 工 一 1 = e ( - 工 ) - 1 
n>0 n>0 ‘ 
we have 
Bn(l - t ) = (—1 广B n ⑴ for 0 < ^ < 1. (2.18) 
Another useful ident i ty is 
Bn{l + t)-Bn{t)=ne-' (2.19) 
for any n > 1. I t can be proved easily by def ini t ion. 
\ 
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One of the i m p o r t a n t theorems of Bernou l l i numbers is the so cal led Von-
Staudt Clausen theorem wh ich states t h a t p, an odd pr ime, divides the denomi-
nator of i f f p — 1 I n. Th i s is equivalent t o saying t ha t 
( 
— l ( m o d p ) , p — 1 I n , 
pBn 三 (2.20) 
O(modp) ’ p — 1 十 n . 
v. 
2.5 Evaluation of Bp-i � —B p — i (mod p) 
As we shall see, after Chapter 3，the evaluat ion of the congruence 
(T \ 
B p - i ( ^ - j - Bp_ i ( m o d p ) 
is essential for our work. Therefore we include here the result of Granvi l le and 
Sun in [4] w i t hou t proof. For convenience, we denote 
tp(a) = aP-i - 1,办 (a) = tp{a)/p. 
Also notice tha t in our case, as p — 1 is even, we have B p _ i ( l — t) = Bp一八t) by 
(2.18). 
2.5.1 k = 2,3,4,6 
Theorem 2.5.1. 
B p - B p - i 三 2r/ ,)(2)(mod/)) (2.21) 
/ n / 9 \ 3 
= 三 - r y , ( 3 ) ( m o d p ) (2.22) 
Bp-i l^-j — B p - i = Bp—i ( ^ - j - Bp—i = 3r/,(2) (moclp) (2.23) 
/ 1 \ / 5 、 3 
B p - i i ^ - j - = l ^ - j - 三 力 ) ( 3 ) + 2ry,)(2)(modp)(2.24) 
for any odd prime p not equal to 3. 
Proof. The result is due to Lehiner (1938). See p. 123-124 of [4j. • 
\ 
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2 . 5 . 2 fc = 5 , 8 , 1 0， 1 2 
The formulae for A; = 5, 8 ,10 ,12 are due t o Granv i l le and Sun. Proofs of 
wh ich can be found in [4]. Define the fo l lowing second-order recurrence relat ions 
Fo 二 0, Fi = l, Fn = Fn-i + Fn-2. 
Go 二 0，Gi = 1, Gn = 2Gn-l + Gn-2, 
Ho = 0，丑1 = 1， Hr^ = AHn-l — Hn-2. 
Theorem 2.5 .2 . We have 
B p - i ( 丢 ) - B p - i = (鲁 ) — B p — 1 三 + 
(2.25) 
/ 2 � / 3 � 5 
Bp-i j - = j - 三—(tp(5)-Fp_i)(modp) 
(2.26) 
Theorem 2.5.3. We have 
/1\ /7\ 2 
Bp-i (^-j - Bp—1 = (^-j - = - (2tp(2) + Gp-i) (modp) 
(2.27) 
B p - i ( 臺 ) — = Bp—i ( 臺 ) — B p — i =蒼(2tp(2) - ( m o d p ) 
(2.28) 
Theorem 2.5.4. We have 
Bp-i ( " ^ ) - ^p-i = Bp—i ( 品 ) — = + 丢 + 2qp{2) (modp) 
(2.29) 
/ 2 \ / y \ 5 15 
Bp-i ( j ^ ) - Bp—1 = Bp—1 ( 而 ) — = - — + (modp) 
(2.30) 
\ 
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Theorem 2.5.5 . We have 
/ 1 \ / i i \ 3 3 
Bp-i ( ^ Y ^ j — Bp—i = Bp—i (^―J - Bp—i = + 3g,(2) + ( m o d p) 
(2.31) 
Bp—i ( 長 ) - = Bp—i ( • ) - = + 3办(2) - ( m o d p ) 
(2.32) 
As a remark, note t h a t Fp_ i 三 Gp_ i 三 Hp—i 三 O (modp) . 
\ 
Chapter 3 
The Main Result 
Here we present the proof of the main theorem about congruences for binomial 
coefficients. The main theorem is due to Sun and Yeung in [8]. Let p be an odd 
prime. First we define Mer i ta 's p-ad ic gamma funct ion and state the famous 
Gross-Koblitz formula for Gauss sums. We then discuss the result of Granvil le and 
Sun [4] about the sum J ] j (modp) . F inal ly we use the Gross-Koblitz formula to 
relate Jacobi sums to binomial coefficients, fol lowing [1], [8] and give the proof of 
our main theorem. 
3.1 p-adic Gamma Functions and Gross-Koblitz 
Formula 
p-adic gamma functions are analogs of the classical gamma function. To 
construct such function, we first define a funct ion F by F(0) = 1 and 
F { n ) = { - i r n ^ > 1 - (3.1) 
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Note tha t F ( l ) = —1. I f m , n, i are nonnegative integers such tha t 0 < m < n, 
then when m 三 n ( m o d p ^ ) , 
Z M - 1- r 
\ ‘ m<j<n 
P\3 
where the product on the r ight is a product of a reduced residue system ( mod p 
which is congruent to — l ( m o d p ' ) by generalized Wi lson 's Theorem. So i f 爪三 
n (modp”， then 
鶴 E l ( — d p ” . (3.2) 
Let Qp and Zp be the field of p -ad i c numbers and the r ing of ]9-adic integers 
i n Qp respectively. Denote Z* as the group of uni ts of Zp. For z in Zp, we define 
the Mor i ta ' s p -ad i c gamma func t ion by 
Fpiz) = l im F(n) (3.3) 
n—z . 
where n approaches to z p -ad ica l l y th rough posit ive integers. B y (3.2), the l im i t 
exists and the funct ion is continuous. Also rp(n) = F(n) for any nonnegative 
integer n. Note tha t Tp{z) belongs to Z* . 
B y (3.2) and (3.3), i f zi 三 Z2 ( m o d p ^ ) , then 
r ^ Z i ) ^ r “ _ ^ 2 ) ( m o d p ” . (3.4) 
A n impor tan t formula for Fp is the reflection formula, given by 
r v ⑷ = 1 严⑷ (3.5) 
where E{n) is the least posit ive integer congruent to n ( m o d p ) and E[z) is the 
natura l extension of E ( j i ) to Qp. Clearly E{z) is continous. To prove the formula, 
\ 
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note t ha t for p ^ > n > 0, 
F ( n ) F ( p ^ + l - n ) = (—1)广十丄 J J j. f j j 
0 < j < n 0 < j < p « + l - n 
Pb P\j 
= n (-力 n 3 
-n<-j<0 0<j<p^+l-n 
Ptj- pti 
三 n (-") n 3 
P\3 P\j 
三（一 1 ) (by generalized Wi lson's Theorem) 
三 ( — 1 ) 奸 i(modp”， 
w h e r e t = # { j | 0 < : / < n , p 十 j / } = n — 1 — ^ = {n - l ) p . 
So 1 + t = 1 + (n - l )p = E{n), get t ing 
F(ji)F(y + l-n) = ( — 1 ) 別 ( 3 . 6 ) 
Le t t i ng N 一 z in (3.6), we get (3.5). • 
Now we can state the Gross-Kobl i tz formula. Let us restore our or iginal 
sett ing tha t q = p^, where r is a posit ive integer. W i t h reference to def in i t ion 
2.1.2, we now take ip^a) = exp(27rz t r { a ) / p ) , where a belongs to F^ and 
r - l 
tr(a) = 
i=0 
For a 卓 0 (mod/c) , wr i te (a)^ ；/ = ao + aip H where 0 < a^  < p - 1, 
and s{a) = a。+ a i + … + Denote Pp = exp(27nf/p)，// = — 1 and A in 
Qp(/5p) such tha t 
A 三 / i (mod 11 )^ and = —p. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Gross-Koblitz Formula). 
= i n Q “ / y . (3.7) 
z=o \ ^ J 
\ 
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Proof. See [5]. • 
I n our case, r = 1. Therefore s{a) = ciq = (a)k-f and (3.7) becomes 
G t x " " ) = —A⑷“斤p . (3.8) 
\ k J 
The next coro l lary relates Jacobi sums w i t h F,,. 
Corollary 3.1.2. Let (i’ b be positive integers such that a b < k,. then 
" 、 “ 、 " 、 - 厂 ” 1 r "《()、 
J “ ) - — + 綱 (’⑶ 
Proof. By (2.3), 
“ “ “ 、 G i x - n c W ) 
二 义“:/"") 
——A(('+")/r,“(r/ “)/") 
- — - “ ) / / 、 , ） . 
As l y : ) Ix' lon^s to Z；. . / ( / • — “， / . — '') belongs to Z； also. • 
3 . 2 T h e S u m ^ ^ - ( m o d p) 
I lit' proof ot our main th<'"r('iii (Th ‘ . " i v i i i 1) moti\-atcs iis to i in 'cst i^atc 
tlu、sum 二 j (mod }>). which is related to B(、m。ulli ni i i i i l icrs. ll<'i••‘ \v•‘ follow t he 
discussion Iroin .i papn. from ( ; r , i i iv i l l i . and Sun 1 . As remark, i io i r t liat 
nuxl i.s nit»'rj)rri»'(l ,i> t lie i i iult iplic.i i i\-f iii\vi、<' of / < m"<l " } . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .2 .1 . If I -、/、tnid " "、. (ht u 
- 、 ， - = / ^ r I f l T " ! ) - 1 'IH-MI/O. n . l f l ) 
、丨 \ I I、J 丨 
u'h( ir {.2-} (it Jiott ^ tht fnu tional jmrt of n n til umnh< r ./-. 
\ 
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Proof. 0 < j < Lp V九」< P 4 0，P) = 1. So by Euler's Theorem, 
— E I 三（P —1) E f 三 b — 1 ) E 2 ( m o d p ) . 
Considering the coefficient of in both sides of 
L ^ J e(LpVA:」+i)a： — 1 
j=o 已 丄 
we have 
台 { p - 2 ) \ ~ 
o<j<[pi/k] 」 ) 
• 
Note that for any t, 
Bp—I(t) — Bp—1 = Y ^ r .、B]tP-H. (3.11) 
j^o \ ^ / 
By Von-Staudt Clausen Theorem, p does not divide the denominators of Bj, 
where j = 0,1, • • • — 2. By (3.11), p does not divide the denominator of 
Bp_i ( t ) — Bp_i. Thus, as p 十 /c, 
= B p - i - B p _ i { m o d p ) by (2.18). 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
3.3 The Main Theorem 
In this section, we prove our main theorem which relates binomial coefficients 
w i th Jacobi sums. 
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Theorem 3.3.1 (Theorem 9.3.1 of [1]). Let k > 2 and p = kf + 1 be an 
odd prime. Let {3, K, Ok, P be defined as before. Let x = Xp and r , s be positive 
integers. If r + s < k，then 
V O 三 ( - 1 + lirbr + s K - ( r + s)br^s)) ( m o d p^),(3.12) 
\ ^ J y \ /c / 
and if r s = k, 




Proof. Note tha t 三—f (modp) as p = A:/ + 1. Thus 
E { r / k ) = p - r f , E{s/k) 二 p — sf，E{{r + s)/k) = p - { r + s)f. (3.14) 
Using (3.14) and the ref lect ion formula (3.5)，we can rewr i te (3.9) as 
(X ’ X ) = — r,((r + . )A) 
rp(l - { r / k ) ) T , { l - {s/k)) 
— r , ( i + (r(p2 — i ) / k ) ) r , { i + - i ) / k ) ) 
一 F ( l + ( ( r + . ) / ( p + l ) ) 
二 F ( l + ( r / ( p + l ) ) F ( l + ( . / ( p + l ) ) ( m o d l O . (3.15) 
where the congruence is taken p-adical ly . The congruences come f rom (3.4) and 
the fact that 1 + (c (p^ — l ) / / c ) ) is a posit ive integer for any posit ive integer c. 
Note tha t - l ) / k = f { p + 1). 
We evaluate the r ight hand side of (3.15). F i rst , for a < k, 
a / ( p + l ) 
F ( l + ( a / ( p + l ) ) 二（— i ) i+a/(P+i) J ] W J 
0 < j < l + a / ( p + l ) = l 
P \ j P \ j 
af 
1=1 
= - ( ( p - l ) ! ) ^ ^ ( a / ) ! ( l + afpba) {modp'), (3。16) 
\ 
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and \i a = k, 
F(l + {af{v + l ) ) = F ( / ) = -((p-1)!)p 
三 - ( ( p - 1 ) ! ) 力 + k f p h ) (modp2) 
(as bk = 0 ( m o d p ) ) . 
So (3.16) holds for a < k. Therefore, for r + 5 < A: 
k-s. = F(l + ((r + 5) / (p+l)) 
= {{r + s)f)\{l^{T + s)fpbr^s) . , 2 � 
- ( r / ) ! ( l + r / ^ M ) ( ( 5 / ) ! ( l + . / p6 , ) )(瓜。。P ). 
Af te r rearranging terms, we have 
三 - J b ( k 、 - ( r + S)fphr^s + rfpbr + sfph^) 
三 Ax'、x'-'K-l - { r + s)i-f)pK+, + r{-f)pbr + s{-f)pb,) 
三 Ax'-r, / - ” ( — 1 - ( r + + s ^ 6,) ( m o d • 
Since bo th sides of the congruence can be t reated as elements in Ok, the con-
gruence can now be taken modulo (3.13) can be obtained by observing that 
bk 三 0 ( m o d p ) and 
= -x ' -^ ( - i ) = ( — = (-1)"+1 
by (2.2) and Proposi t ion 2.2.4(a). • 
We now use Proposi t ion 3.2.1 to obta in a new form of Theorem 3.3.1. Also 
we w i l l give the corresponding result where /c > r + 5 by using Theorem 3.3.1. 
Corollary 3.3.2 (Sun and Yeung in [8]). With the notation the same as m 
Theorem 3.3.1’ we have 
(a) if r + s < k. then 
广 / O 三八X"-、X人 - - ” ( - 1 + I Q 、 〜 , s ) ) (mod p2)， (3.17) 
\ 
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(h) if r s = k, then 
G D 三 （ — ( 1 + P (Bp—1 (^) — Bp-1)) ( m o d (3.18) 
where 
QirYr. .s) = (r + s、B” ( 宇 ) — ( j ) - sB^ ( j ) . 
V A' / vAv \k-J 
Proof. Xoto tha t , w i t h refcronice to Thoore i i i 3.2.1, 
吐 J、kf+i、二 if + L 
k- k " 
Th('r('f()r(\ j/W/A-} = //厂 and [/W//.-J = I f . Th(、ii (3.10) l)(、(.()m(、s 
= — Z —三 B丨卜、f - j - (nuKlp). 
j=i J \、） 
TluTf�f(>n> 
r /v f sb、— (/• + .s.)/".十.s 三 { / • f- — ( ^ ) — " V 1 ( ^ ) 
三 ( / ^ ' \ r . s ) { n u H \ j>). 
and (3.17) is j) roved. F"r (.'i. i s ) , not r that . l)y usi i i^ (2. IS). 
( : : ( ) 三 丨 ( 小 .-•)) 
, / “ / / r \ / /,- — r \ \ \ 
三 1 。 （ 丨 , ) ) ) 
= ( ― “ “ ( l •八 I ( f ) — /� , ) ) (ni.MUr), 
v \ ‘ V k ‘ / 
• 
1 hi、k、llt>\viiii； ".iritllar、. ！i、>,it.、th«‘ f..i.、'’ w l ” ‘ p . r - 、 • f： A「tiiallv H i i . 、 , l l “ r v 
works tor r • > k >. 
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Corollary 3 .3 .3 (Sun and Yeung in [8]). With the notation the same as in 
Theorem 3.3.1’ and 0 < s < r < k, then 
(!：：：!{) E ( - 1 ” ⑶ r 
( l + P (BP_ I ( D — ( ⑶ ) ( m o d (3.19) 
Proof. B y (2.5)， 
着-料一r)，产)=广(-糖〜广” =(-1)"-"J(X�Xl. 
So, by (3.19), 
f { k - s ) f \ 
\ i k - r ) f j 
= f { k - r ) f + { r - s ) f \ 
‘ V { k - r ) f 
三 ("—『)，(-1 + I -r,r — s)) 
三 〜 X " ) ( - 1 + I - r , r _ s ) ) 
— ( I V H 利 ( - 1 + f 翁 ] ， … ) ) 
— 、sf) (—1 赠 ) ( … ’ s)) 
三 ( - 1 ” ) 修 l + P; 【 翁 、 S ) ) 
三（―1 产—射 C / ) ( 1 — I + — s, s)). 
Note tha t , by using (2.18), 
= - { k - ( ¥ ) +{k-r)Bp_i ( ¥ ) + ( r - ( f ) 
= - ( k - 讽 — 1 (I) H- (k - © + (r - 讽 - 1 ( 宁 ） 
and 
= r B p 普 、 r - s ) B p _ 《 一 -sBp_i ① . 
\ 
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So 
- r , r — s) + -s,s) = kB,^, g ) — g ) , 
proving the theorem. • 
From (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), we can determine congruence for (:《)，where 
0 < s < r < k, once we know the following congruences: 
a. J ( x “ , X“）（m o d + s </i； 
b. Bp_i ⑴ - B p — 1 (modp) , and 
c. {modp) 
(a) w i l l be discussed in the next chapter, (c) can be computed by (b), which is 
the results of section 2.5. The cases for k = 3,4,6 can be found in [6]. The cases 
for /c = 8 can be found in Theorem 9.4.5 in [1]. In this thesis, we wi l l consider 




J ( X “ ， X “ ) ( m o d p 2 ) 
4.1 Basic Result 
I n th is chapter we give the evaluat ion of , X^ ' ^ ) (mod p^), where p 
is defined as before, r + s < fc and k = 5 ,8 ,10 ,12 . Before doing the actual 
computat ion, note tha t we only need to know the real par t of X^) due to 
the fo l lowing 
Proposition 4.1.1 (Sun and Yeung in [8]). IfO < r, s < k such thatr + s < k, 
then 
三观(J(xr，x”）- (mod 力 ( ^ .1 ) 
where 况(2) is the real part of a complex number z. 
Proof. Wr i te J{x^： X^) = a + bi, for some real numbers a, b. F i rst we prove 
that a 丰 0 (modp2) . Suppose that a 三 0 ( m o d p 2 ) . Then p | a. By Theorem 
2.3.1, we have a + bi 三 O (modp ) , so bi 三 O ( m o d p ) : imp ly ing that a - bi 三 
0 (mod p) . Therefore, 三〇(mod p). Note that [k - r) + {k - s) > 
30 
\ 
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k, so by Theorem 2.3.1, (—1广+(^ )/((二),)三 0 ( m o d p ) . Note t ha t {k - s)f < 
kf < p, so i t is impossible t ha t 三 0 ( m o d p ) . 
B y Theorem 2.3.1, we have 
耻 X” 三 O ( m o d p ) 
(a + b i f = 0 ( m o d p 2 ) 
a^ - + 2abi 三 0 ( m o d p 2 ) 
—bi 三 a ? ( m o d p2) 
Za 
. . . A x ' - '： X “ ) = = a — b … + ^ ^ 三 ^ ^ ^ ( m o d p 2 ) . 
B y (2.4), we have \a + bi\ = y/p, so p = a^ + Therefore 
X ” 三 ^ ^ 三 2a — £ ( m o d p2), 
Th is concludes the proof. • 
Note also tha t , by Coro l lary 3.3.3, one does not need to know al l Jacobi sums 
in the computa t ion of congruences of b inomia l coefficients. I n the fol lowing, we 
just include the congruences of Jacobi sums tha t are useful for fu ture use。For 
other Jacobi sums, please refer to [1 . 
4.2 Results for A: = 8 
Let p = 8 / + 1, g denote a pr imi t i ve root (modp) . / ? = ( ! + x 
is a character (modp) of order S. Z = mdg2. B y Proposi t ion 2.2.4, we have 
X ( - 1 ) = ( - 1 ) : ^ 三 0 (mod 2), x (4 ) = f ^ z = ( _ i 尸 
By sections 3.2 and 3.3 in [1], we have 
Jix.x) = + 
J(X,X2) = X(—4)(a4 + z64) 
Jix.x') = x{-^){ci8 + 2bsV2) 
\ 
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where ag, a4, 64 are integers such tha t 
<^4 + = P , (24 三—1 ( m o d 4), 
64 三(245^2/ ( m o d p), (4.2) 
ag + 263 = p , as 三一1 ( m o d 4), 
268 三 + 彻（modp). (4.3) 
Note also tha t 
二 (by 2.5) 
二 X ( - l )内 6 ^ ( « 8 + 咖\/^)) 
二 x(-4)(a8 + z68y2) 
as Q(z \ /2 ) is the fixed f ield of the subgroup (0-3). 
B y Theorem 2.6.5 in [1], we have Z 三 64/2 ( m o d 4). So Z / 2 三 64/4 (mod 2). ‘ 
Thus we have 
Theorem 4.2.1. 
Jix'.x')三（—1 产 / 4 ( 2 a 8 — f ) (modp2) (4.4) 
V 為乂 
J i x ' . x ' ) 三 （ — 1 ) 糾 ( m o d / ) (4.5) 
J{x\x')三（—f2a8 — ： ^ ) ( m o d / ) (4.6) 
三 2 a , - ^ ( m o d p ' ) (4.7) 
J ( X ^ X ' ) 三 ( 4 . 8 ) 
Proof. Just note tha t x(—4) = ( - 1 ) ^ + ^ / 2 = ( —i ) /+W4. Now apply Proposi t ion 
4.1.1. • 
\ 
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4.3 Results for k = 12 
Let p = 1 2 / + 1, denote a p r im i t i ve root ( m o d p ) . (3 = ( V ^ + z)/2. x is a 
character ( m o d p ) of order 12. Z = indg2, T = ind^3. B y Propos i t ion 2.2.4, we 
have x ( - l ) = ( - 1 ) ^ , Z 三 f ( m o d 2), T = 0 ( m o d 2) 
B y sections 3.1 to 3.5 i n [1], we have 
= X(4)(a i2 + 咖 2) 
= — ( a s + 263^3) = ^ ( a s + 263^/3) 
C12 
J(x，x3) = + ih,) = Ci2X^(4)(a4 + 264) 
C12 
Ax. = ^ ( r s + 25373) 
J{X\X^) = a^ + ihV^ 
J{x\x') = P(4)(a4 + ih) 
二 ； ( 茨 力 = ( - l ) / j ( � ) = ( — 1 ) / 厕 — + 咖 2) 
J{x\x') = x 3 ( - i y ( F 3 ? , x 3 ) = ( - i ) 、 ( J ( x , x 3 ) ) 
= ( - 1 乂 应 X3 ⑷ ( a 4 + z64) 
J{x'\ =臺(厂3 + 购 
where the corresponding parameters are defined as 
03 + 363 = p , a3 三一l(mod3), 
363 三（2p4/ + i ) a 3 ( m o d p ) ; (4.9) 
al + hl=p, a4 三 ( — 1 乂 + 1 (mod 4), 
64 = (mod p); (4.10) 
\ 
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t \ + 353 = , 厂3 三 1 ( m o d 3), 
53 = 0 ( m o d 3 ) , 353 = + 1)厂3 (mod^?); (4.11) 
u l + 3v l = Ap, us = l ( m o d 3), 
V3 三—Z ( m o d 3) ’ 3^3 = + 1)^3 ( m o d p ) ; (4.12) 
ai2 = (—1/+了�4 ’ 6i2 = (—1 严了"64; (4.13) 
Ci2 = ±1，C12 三—(24 ( m o d 3 ) , i f 3 I 64, 
C12 = 士、Ci2 三—i^M ( m o d 3 ) , i f 3 | a^. (4.14) 
Note t ha t the f ixed fields of (^5) and (a j ) are Q ⑷ and Q(z \ /3 ) respectively. 
Also note tha t ( 7 5 ⑴ = z , (77(2) = - z , a5(x(4) ) = x ( 4 ) and cr7(x(4)) 二 x (4 ) . 
Theorem 4.3.1. 
三 4 " l — “ ( 2 ) ) ( 2 a i 2 - A ( m o d p 2 ) (4.15) 
= cu{2as - { m o d (4.16) . 
J { x ' \ x ' ) 三 力P(2))(2a4 — i ) ( m o d p 2 ) (4.17) 
J ( x i o ’ x i o ) 三 u s - ^ (mod (4.18) 
U3 
三 r 3 - " ^ ( m o d p 2 ) (4.19) 
厂3 
= 而 ( 2 a 3 — f ) (mod p2) (4.20) 
J { X ' \ 三 ( — — (mod p^) (4.21) 
似12 
三 2«3 - ^ (mod (4.22) 
如 3 
三 4^^(l -k(2) ) (2a4- ;^) (mod (4.23) 
Z ZCI4 
三（一1 乂45/(1 - k(2))(2ai2 — (mod p” (4.24) 
J{x\ 三(-1/43/ci2(1 - i力P(2))(2a4 - (mod p^) (4.25) 
三 — l ( m o d p 2 ) (4.26) 
厂3 
\ 
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Proof. B y using Propos i t ion 4.1.1, one can ob ta in (4.18), (4.19)，(4.21), (4.22) and 
(4.26). For the remain ing congruences, note tha t by (2.9), 
for m + n < 12. Thus we have 
as + ibsVs - ai2 + ibu 三 1^ 3 + ivsVs 三 a4 + 264 三 0 ( m o d p). 
B y simi lar arguments i n the proof of Propos i t ion 4.1.1, we have, using (4.9), (4.10) 
and (4.13), 
a s - i b s V S 三 2a3 — ( m o d p2) (4.27) 
2(23 
ai2 — ibu 三 2ai2 - - ( m o d p^) (4.28) 
U3 - i v s V s 三 2w3 — ( m o d p2) (4.29) 
2U3 
a4 - 264 — 2a4 — 厂（ m o d p2). (4.30) 
2(24 ‘ 
Next we evaluate x ( 4 ) ( m o d p^). B y the choice of x discussed in section 2.3, we 
have x ( 4 )三 ( m o d p) . Wr i t e x ( 4 )三 + hp ( m o d p ” . Then 
1 三 x(2)i2 三；^(4)6 三（4, + hp)'三 46/ + 6hp . 45 / (mod 
Wr i te tp(a) = — 1. Note tha t tp(a)三 0 (modp) for any (a,p) = 1 by 
Fermat's L i t t l e Theorem. Thus tp{2f 0 (mod p^) and (1 + 力p(2))(l — tp{2)) 
I (mod p2)。Therefore we have hp 三— ( m o d p^), and thus 
y(4) = 4/一 力“2) =4/(1 ^ _ ) 
刑 6.45/-”丄 6細+ 
三 — — t 麗 三 4 , ( 1 — I力p(2))(mod p^) (4.31) 
Also we have 
三 4 ) / ( l — 三 4 V ( 1 —会力p⑵)(mod p ” . (4.32) 
\ 
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Thus by (4.28) and (4.31), 
三 4乂1 — ^t,(2))(2a,2 一 ^ ) ( m o d p^), 
and (4.15) is proved. Others are proved s imi lar ly . • 
I n pract ice, one have to evaluate Ci2( m o d p^). Problems occur when Ci2 = ±2. 
Note tha t <24 + 264 = 0 ( m o d p) , so a l + SiaJ?^ — 64 = 0 ( m o d p^). Therefore, 
. p-2al 2 � 
z 三 ^ ^ ( m o d P ) 
4.4 Results for /c = 10, 5 
Let p = 1 0 / + 1, g denote a p r im i t i ve root ( m o d p ) . p = exp(27rzyi0). x is a 
character ( m o d p ) of order 10. Note tha t x ⑷ = • There are many relat ions 
between powers of P which can be found in pages 124-126 of [1], We w i l l use 
these th roughout th is section. 
B y (3.7.35) in [1], we have 
4J(X4,X4) = X - + 10>/5 - my^50 - 1 0 ^ 5 
= 工 + ^wy/b + iu\l50 + l O v ^ + iv\J^^ - 10^5 , 
where the 4-t i ip le w, v. u) satisfies the fo l lowing equations 
+ 125 ⑴2 + 50I;2 + 5O“2 = igp^ (4.33) 
•r 三 1 (mod 5) (4.34) 
x w = _ _ 4肌. (4.35) 
\ 
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Therefore, we have 
= I X — 5It; a/5 + iv 
\ / 5 0 + 10\ /5 — i u V 5 0 - l O v ^ 
= X + bwV^ + 
and thus 
Jix.x) 二 顽 则 = ( - 1 ) 攝 i ^ o a 
4 V / 
Ax.x') = = x3 � 
= ( x - 5 ^ 7 5 + iv\/50+ l O V s - iu\l50 - 10V5 
4 V : ‘ / 
二 1 + + iu\] 50 + lOVb + i/u\l 50 — 
J{X. = = { - l Y W m x ' ) 
= f + + i ^ y j 5 0 + 10^/5 + 10\/5^ 
4 V J 
Ax. 二 K { x ' ) 
=圣 / 3 8 Z ( X bwVs + i/v\J50 + 10\ /5 - iu\l50 — 
= ( X + + iv 
\ 50 — 1 0 ^ 5 + 
iu 
Jix^x') = x ( — = xWi^Oa 
= : f X — bwVb + 
Z?;y50 + 10\ /5 — i u V s o - i o V s 
Jix'.x')=通糊=(-i)wy 躺 
= ( ^ x + + iu\l50 + 10\ /5 + l O v ^ ) 
For the case k = 10, the s i tuat ion is more complicated. We have to deal w i t h 
Z{mod 5). 
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Theorem 4.4 .1 . If p = lOf + 1 is a prime and Z 三 Q ( m o d 5)，then 
(一l),J(x9,x9)三 J{x\x')三 J{x\x')三八x8,x6) 
X . Ap \ bDw, Av ^ 三 5(1 — 一 " ^ ( 1 + (mod p2) (4.36) 
J ( x 8， x 8 )三 (一 l ) M x 9 ’ x 7 )三 三 
、 、 SDw . 4p 、， 1 <5、 , 、 三 # — + 丁（1 + J ^ ^ f e ^ ) (mod P2) (4.37) 
where (x, w, u, v) is any solution of (4-37) to (4.39)，and 
一 、 m { x w + 5uvy y v—~^^ - 1 2 5 ^ 2 j 
Proof. The proof is s imi lar to theorem 4.3.1, so we jus t state the relevant results. 
F i rs t we have to evaluate 
2： - — 10\ /5 + iu\J说—loV^ (mod p^) 
and 
X + 5wVb _ + 10\/5 — - 10\/5 (mod p”. 
Note tha t . 
(x — 5w\ /5 )^ + 1 0 ^ 5 — w ^ / s O - 10^5)2 = 16p 
(x + 5w\/5)^  + (u]/50 + 10V5 + v\/50 - lOV^” = 16p 
Thus, by no t ing tha t J ( x ^ x V 三 (^义斗，乂” 三 O ( m o d p ) and fol lowing simi lar 
arguments in Theorem 4.3.1, we obta in 
X — 5^75 — i/v如 + 10^5 + iu\l50 — 10\/5 三 2A — (mod 口2)(4.38) 
X + 5wV5 - iu\l50 + 10^5 - hj\J50 - lOVs 三 2B — — (mod p2)(4.39) 
B 
where 4 二 a； — B = x 5w^/E. Further s impl i f icat ion makes 
A - 125切2 
= 2 … — — + (4.40) 
2B J = 2B — _ ^ ^ 
B + 125w;2 
= + 1 + (4.41) 
\ 
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Next we evaluate v /5 (n iod p^). B y (9.2.1) in [1], 
/- —125 秘 2 
^ 三—20(測 + 5仰)(modP) (4.42) 
For s impl ic i ty , we denote the r ight hand side of (4.42) by C. Note tha t 办—C 三 
0 ( m o d p) , so 5 - 2 C V 5 + 0 ^ = 0 (mod p^). Therefore, 
三、5 + 4oo(工川 + 5—2) ( - 一 125川2 ) (modp). 
B y no t ing tha t /32Z =工 when Z 三 0 ( m o d 5 ) and using Theorem 4.1.1, we get 
the above formulae. 口 
As a remark, we note tha t i f (x, w, u, v) is a so lut ion of (4.33) to (4.35), then 
the only other solutions of (4.33) to (4.35) are (x, w, —v, -u), (x, —w, u, -v) and 
(x, —w, —u, v). See Theorem 3.7.8 of [1 . 
The next theorem deals w i t h the case when Z 丰 O(mod 5). For convenience, 
we denote R(a, 6, c, d) = ax bw cu + dv, where a, b, c, d are integers. 
Theorem 4 .4 .2 . If p = 10 / + 1 is a prime and Z 丰 O(mod 5)，then 
( - 1 ) " ( X 9 ’ X 9 ) 
三 i ^ ( - l , 2 5 , l Q , 2 0 ) ^ 
- 8 ( — R ( - l , 25,10, 20)2 5 i? ( l , - 5 , 1 0 , 0)2) 
卿’- 5， 1 0 , 0 ) ^ 2、 
8 ^ 1, 25，10，20)2 — -5,10, 0)2 八瓜。。^ ) 
(4.43) 
三 i ? ( l , - 2 5 , 1 0 , 2 0 ) ^ 
- 8 ( -云 ( 1，一 2 5 , 1 0 , 20)2 — 5 i ? ( - l , 5，10, 0)2) 
+ 8 (1 + 25,10,20)2 — — 5,10, 0)2)(mod P ) 
(4.44) 
巧 1 4p 、 5 D w , 4p 、， 19、 
三 # — ^ ^ ^ T ^ ) + + (4.45) 
\ 
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( - 1 )W，X7) 
三 i ? ( l , - 2 5 , l Q , 2 Q ) ^ 
— 8 ( — R{1, -25,10,20)2 — bR{-l, 5，10,0)2) 
1,5，10,0) ^ 
8 � R ( l , -25,10, 20)2 — 5R(~1, 5,10, 0)2 八mod p ) 
(4.46) 
三 i^( l ,25，20,—10) ^ 
= 8 ( — R(l, 25,20, —10)2 - 5R(1, 5,0,10)2) 
BR(1,5,0,10). 64p , 
+ -8 (1 + i?(l,25,20，-10)2 — 5 , 0 , 1 0 ) 2 ) ( m o d P )(4.47) 
三 i ? ( l , 2 5 , 2 Q , - l Q ) ^ 
= 8 ( — 25, 20,-10)2 — 5/^(1，5,0,10)2) 
§ (1 + i?(l,25,20，-10)2 —5i?(l,5，0，10)2)(mod P )(4.48) 
収 ， 
三 # — — + (4.49) 
( - I W ’ / ) 
三 i ? ( - l , 2 5 , 1 0 , 2 Q ) 64p 
- 8 ( — 25，10, 20)2 — 5 i? ( l , —5，10, 0)2) 
DR(1,-5,10,0) 64p 
+ § (1 + —1,25,10,20)2 — 5i?(l,—5，10，0)2)(mod P ) 
(4.50) 
where (x, w, u, v) is the solution of (4-33) to (4.35) satisfying 
u = O(mod 2), X —v + w 三 0 ( m o d 4 ) (4.51) 
and 
= + (工2 - 125U;2)2 X / 1 0 — + 5 叫 
— 、 m { x w + J V—~- J 
Proof. B y Theorem 3.7.9 in [1], we have Z 三 1 (mod 5). Note that 
P^ = ^ (—5 + 5\/5 + z\/50 + 10\/5 + 2i\J50 — lOVsj (4.52) 
= ^ ( - 5 -5\/5 + 2i\J50 + 10V5 — i如— l O v ^ ) (4.53) 
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Tedious computa t ion gives 
f _ l ) / 
况 ( J ( X , X ) ) = + 25w + 20v + lOu + V5(-x + 5w - 10^/)) 
WU^X")) = ^{-00 + 25w - 20v - lOii + V5{-x + 5w + lOu)) 
W U ^ X ' ) ) = + 
况(八x ,x3 ) ) = + 25w - 20v - lOu + a/5(x - 5W - 10^)) 
况(八X，X4)) = ^ ( - x - 25w - 20u + 107； + \ / 5 ( x -h 5w + lOv)) 
^ U ( X ^ X ^ ) ) = - 25w - 20u + lOi; + - 5w - lOv)) 
^ U ( X ^ X ^ ) ) = + 25i(； + 10^ + 207； + \ / 5 ( x - 5u; + lOu)) 
The result follows by Theorem 4.1.1 • 
\ 
Chapter 5 
Evaluation of Binomial 
Coefficients 
We can now combine the results i n previous chapters to give expl ic i t formulae 
for the congruences for b inomia l coefficients in the fo rm ⑶，w h e r e 0 < 5 < r < A:. 
As the way of computa t ion is simi lar, we wou ld not give al l the details of the 
computat ion. 
5.1 Results for k = 8 
First we t reat the case where r = k = 8. 
Theorem 5.1.1. We have 
二 〉 三 （ _ 1 乂 + 力p(2))(mod/) (5.1) 
三 l + 3 tp (2 ) (modp2) (5.2) 
三（―1+4力p(2 ) ) (modp2) (5.3) 
/8 f \ 
、 4 ; ) 三 l + 2 tp (2) (modp2) (5.4) 
42 
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Proof. Use (3.18) and the results f r om Chapter 2, observing tha t ( - ) 二 1 and 
( * ) = -1. • 
For the cases where r < k = 8, we f i rst prove two lemmas. The f irst one is to 
reduce the number of di f ferent b inomia l coefficients needed to be considered. 
L e m m a 5.1.2. We have 
( y ) 三 ( - 1 ) ^ ( y ) (1 - tp(2) - ( m o d (5.5) 
G D ^ — 4 ( V i ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.6) 
( y ) 三 ( - 1 ) ^ (1 - - 2t,{2)) ( m o d (5.7) 
( y ) 三 ( - 1 ) ^ ( y ) (1 + t , { 2 ) - ( m o d (5.8) 
( y ) 三 Q ^ ) ( 1 - ^ 2 ) ) (mod p^) (5.9) 
( g ) 三 （ — 1 ) � ] D ( 1 +力 p ( 2 ) — 2 G H ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.10) 
/ 5 A , / 4 A 
^ I j = ( — l),〔〉)（ l — 2 f p ( 2 ) + 2 G p _ i ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.11) 
Proof. Note tha t by (3.19),(2.23) and (2.27), 
( M ) E ( - 1 产 - ” 微 + 如 
, / 2 f \ ( [ 2 \ \ 
V / y V V V J ) 
V 2 A 
三（ - 1 ) , ( ” ( 1 - 训 _ 2 G V i ) ( m o d p 2 ) . 
V J J 
This proves (5.5). The remaining congruences are proved similarly. • 
From Lemma 5.1.2. we only need to evaluate congruences of 
f m f m f m , /5/\ 
\ f j ' \ f j - \ f j - [ 2 f j 少 
The second lemma computes the congruence Q^s\r. s){ mod p) that is relevant 
for further computat ion. 
\ 
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L e m m a 5.1 .3 . We have 
Q ? ) ( l , 1 ) 三 — 2 g p ( 2 ) — 雀 ( m o d p ) (5.12) 
Q?)(2，1)三—長 + 2qp{2) {modp) (5.13) 
三 + (5.14) 
三 - % ( 2 ) ( m o d p ) (5.15) 
(5^”)(3，2)三 2 g p ( 2 ) _ 參 (5.16) 
Proof. B y (2.23) and (2.27), we have 
三—2办(2) _ 羞 ( V i ( m o d p ) 
Th is proves (5.12). The remain ing congruences are proved simi lar ly. • 
Now we state our f inal result i n th is 
Theorem 5.1.4. We have 
( 2 / ) 三 ( — 1 ) ^ + 1 (2as - 最 ) ( 1 + J 谈 ) + 臺 ‘ 1 ) ( m o d / ) (5.17) 
(3/)三(―1广"4/4+1 ( 2 … — 点 ) ( 1 —去力P⑵ + Gp—i) ( m o d / ) (5.18) 
( 4 / ) 三 （ ― 1 ) 阳 ( 2 a 8 - 念 ) ( 1 + 力 P ⑵ - 5 G h ) (modp2) (5.19) 
⑶ 三 - ( 2 ^ 4 — £ ) ( l + 》 “ 2 ) ) ( m 。 d / ) (5.20) 
/ 5 A ( V \ / 3 \ 
[ I ) 三 — ( 2 a 8 — ( 1 — 力 “ 2 ) + 互 ( m o d / ) (5.21) 
© ) 三 ( - 1 ) — ( 2 - — i ) ( 1 - + i G h ) ( m o d / ) 
(5.22) 
( y ) 三 （ 一 1 产 / 4 + 1 (2a4 — ( 1 + 是力P(2) - G p - i ) ( m o d ( 5 . 2 3 ) 
/ 6 A / V \ / 1 \ 
W j “ — ( 2 如 — i ) ( 1 - 5 力 “ 2 ) ) ( m o d / ) (5.24) 
\ 
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^ ( - 1 产 '4+1 ( 2 … _ I ； ) ( 1 + p p ⑵ — 墓 C V i ) ( m o d / ) (5.25) 
( 7 ) 三 ( — 1 ) 一 + 1 ( 2 - - i ) 臺 亡 “ 2 ) - 臺 ‘ 1 ) ( m o d / ) 
(5.26) 
(2^)三（—1 广4/4+1 (2〜—壶)(1 — J 谈 ) — 3 ( V i ) ( m o d / X 5 - 2 7 ) 
( v ) 三 — ( S — 点 ) ( 1 — t p � — • Gp—1) ( m o c V ) (5.28) 
Proof. B y using (3.17), Theorem 4.2.1 and Lemma 5.1.3, we can prove (5.17), 
(5.18),(5.19),(5.20) and (5.22).We now prove (5.21). The others are similar. Note 
tha t by (5.11) and (5.19), 
( 5 / ) 三 ( - 1 , ( 4 / ) ( 1 - 2 ' “ 2 ) + 2Gp- i ) 
三（— l ) / ( - l ) / + i (2a8 — ( 1 + 力 P � - I G p - i ) (1 - 2t,{2) + 
三 一 ( 2 a 8 — ( 1 _ tp{2) + 墓 G ^ i ) (mod 
as tp{a)-…-O(modp) and Gp-i 三 O (modp) . • 
For the remaining sections, proofs are omit ted. 
5.2 Results for k = 12 
Theorem 5.2.1. We have 
/19 f\ 3 
、 力 三 ( — + + + (5.29) 
( 2 ^ ) 三 1 + + 2^,(2) ( m o d / ) (5.30) 
/19 f\ 
三（一l)"^ (l + 3 � ( 2 ) ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.31) 
三 1 + 臺 t , ( 3 ) ( m o d / ) (5.32) 
/19 f\ 3 
^ j 三 （ 一 1 / ( 1 +豆力p(3) + 3力p(2) —3//p—i)(modp2) (5.33) 
\ 
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= l + 2 t p ( 2 ) ( m o d / ) (5.34) 
L e m m a 5.2 .2 . We have 
( 1 ) , )三（ - 1 ) � 2 , 0 ( 1 —力 “ 2 ) —3/^1) (modp2) (5.35) 
Q } ) 三 ( 3 / ) ( 1 - •力“3) — ( m o d p2) (5.36) 
^ l Y ) 三（— — 3 力 p ( 2 ) — 3 丑 p — i ) (modp2) (5.37) 
J \ J J 
( I 4 I / )三（5 / ) (1 - 叫 - 1 ) (mod (5.38) 
/ I I A 3 \ 
[ ^ f ) 三 （ 一 ( 1 — 力 p ( 2 ) —豆�p(3) — ( m o d p 2 ) (5.39) 
( y ) 三 （ 一 + —臺、�)（modp2) (5.40) 
� 三 Q / ) (1 — 糊 ) ( m o d p2) (5.41) 
( I 3 O / ) 三 ( - 1 ) ^ ( 2 ^ ) (1 + - (mod p^) (5.42) , 
(4/ )三 (3 ( l -^>(3) ) (m�dp2) (5.43) 
/ lo A , /7f\ 
三 （ — ( 1 +力p�-3丑p-i)(modp2) (5.44) 
三 ( - 1 / ( y ) (1 + 臺力P(3) - 3力“2)) (mod p2) (5.45) 
� 三 � ( 1 +丢力“3)-3/^1) (modp” ( 5 . 4 6 ) 
⑶ 三 ( - 1 , � ( 1 - 綱 ( m o d p 2 ) (5.47) 
( 4 J ) 三 ( � ( 1 +臺力p(3)-3//p_i) (mod p2) (5.48) 
( y ) = ( - l ) ^ ( y ) (1 + 3力“2) — (mod (5.49) 
/8 A /6f\ / 3 \ 
U ^ ) 三 V2/j + 2 ,^(2) - ( m o d p ^ ) (5.50) 
( 3 ^ ) 三 ( - ^ y ( 3 ^ ) (1 + 3^,(2) - (mod (5.51) 
\ 
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( y ) 三 （ 一 ( 1 —tp(2) — 臺 亡 乂 + 1 ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.52) 
F rom above, i t suffices to consider the fo l lowing b inomia l coefficients: 
M \ f m / 4 / \ / 5 / \ / 5 A 
f Q f \ f e f \ f Q f \ f 7 f \ f 7 f \ f S f \ 
乂 f ) , w j ， \ 3 f J ’ \2fJ，\3fJ，UfJ • 
L e m m a 5.2.3. We have 
( 3 ( 1 口 2 ) ( 1 , 1 ) 三 - 2 q p ⑶ — ( m o d p ) (5.53) 
三 2 办(2)—慕 — ( 5 . 5 4 ) 
丄 P 




0 ? 2 ( 4 , 1 ) 三 ⑵ — — ( m o d p ) (5.57) 
Qu ( 3， 2 )三•办 ( 3 ) + 2q,{2) — (mod p) (5.58) 
^ P 
Q n i ^ A ) 三 - 6 办⑵―9gp(3) +，7;/p_i(modp) (5.59) 
QS(4,2)三 8qp{2)-9qp{3)(modp) (5.60) 
<5(1厂2)(3，3)三-6gp(2)(modp) (5.61) 
Q ( i ? ( 5 , 2 )三 2 办(2) — f i V ^ m o d p ) (5.62) 
Q ( , 2 ) ( 4 ’ 3 )三 • ^ g p ( 3 ) + 1 2 ^ ( 2 ) — ^ / / r “ m o d p ) (5.63) 
Q 1 ? ( 4 , 4 ) 三 O ( m o d p ) (5.64) 
\ 
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Theorem 5.2.4. We have 
r 三 — (2 + i ^ p - i ) ( m o d ( 5 . 6 5 ) 
\J J 4ai2 
三 ^ ( 2 « 3 — ‘ ) ( - 2 4 + 4 t “ 2 ) - 9 t “ 3 ) - 6 i V i ) ( m o d / ) (5.66) 
/ 4 A C1943/ V 
^ j ) 三 — 会 ) ( — 2 4 + 9力p(3)-12力p(2) — i ) ( m o d / ) (5.67) 
三 + (modp^ ) (5.68) 
/ 5 A 1 D 
r 三 — 二）(2tp(2) - - 2) ( m o d p ' ) (5.69) 
\J J 乙 厂3 
( ⑤ 三 尝 — 点 ) ( — 2 4 + 9 Z “ 3 ) + 4 t “ 2 ) — 3 0 i V i ) ( m o d / > 2 ) (5.70) 
/ 6 A ( - 1 ) / V 
r 三 — ^ ) ( 1 2 i V " i —12-6力p(2) —9力p(3)) (modp2) (5.71) 
\J J 丄 Z 」<^12 
/ 6 A 1 V 
三 — 力 p ( 2 ) —9力p(3) —12) (modp2) (5.72) 
C D 三 — — ( 5 . 7 3 ) 
/ 7 A 1 V 
^ I j 三 — (2力p(2) + 3t,{3) — 8 i V i — 4) ( m o d ( 5 . 7 4 ) 
Q j ) 三 （ — 1 / 2 1 0 / - 1 ( 2 叱 - 酵 ) — - 2) ( m o d ( 5 . 7 5 ) 
G D 三(一1)》243"^(2〜-^)(-24 + 9力p(3) + 36^,(2) — 4 2 / ^ 】 ) ( i n o d p ^ ) 
(5.76) 
( y ) = — 4 力 “ 2 ) - 2 ) ( m o d / ) (5.77) 
/ 8 f \ 1 n 
三 走）（％(3) —12—16力“2)) (modp2) (5.78) 
( 3 ) ) 三 " ^ ( 2 « 4 — 会 ) ( - 2 4 + % ⑶ - 3 ( 5 力力） + 3 0 / V l ) ( m o d / ) ( 5 • 7 9 ) 
fS f \ p 
乂4,J 三 厂 厂 3 ( m o d / ) (5.80) 
/ 9 A (-iVcvA^^ p 
[ j ) 三 24 “ — 走 ) ( — — 27力P⑶ + 60〜(2) - (mod 
(5.81) 
\ 
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( 2 / ) 三 罢 — 最 ) ( — 2 4 - 2 7 Z “ 3 ) + 4 f “ 2 ) + 4 2 ^ H ) ( m o d / ) (5.82) 
( 3 ^ ) 三 （ — l / + i 4 3 / ( 2 a 4 - ^ ) ( l - , A 2 ) ) ( m o d / ) (5.83) 
U y 三 24 (2。4 — - 24 - 27^,(3) + ( m o d / ) 
(5.84) 
(5.85) 
G y ) 三 — 臺 … 3 — — 4 力 “ 2 ) ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.86) 
OJfO 三 (2^ 3 - ^ ) ( - 2 4 + %(3) - 20t,(2) + (mod/) 
(5.87) 
ftO/O 三 - (8U2) + % ( 3 ) - 12) (modp') (5.88) 
三 2i。 /- i (2ai2 — ； ^ ) ( 5 / ^ 1 — 2) ( m o d ( 5 . 8 9 ) 
三(—l),+i4〜i2-A)(2 — 2 f “ 2 ) — 5 i V i ) ( m o d / ) (5.90) 
\ J J 4ai2 
( 2 ^ ) 三 ^ ( 2 a 3 - £ ^ ) ( — 2 4 + 4 t “ 2 ) + 2 7 f “ 3 ) + 6 6 ^ p _ i ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.91) 
C3I/O 三 ( 2 。 4 - ^ ) ( - 2 4 + 9t,{3) + 60t,{2) + (modp^) 
(5.92) 
( I 4 I / ) 三 去 ( 厂 3 - 3 ) ⑵ p ( 2 ) + 9 / ^ 1 - 2 ) (mod (5.93) 
f l l A 1 r, 
5 / J 三 — (糖— 12 + ⑵ + %(3)) (rnodp') (5.94) 
\ 
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5.3 Results for A: = 10 
Theorem 5.3.1. We have 
/\{\ f\ 5 15 
；1 三（— l )� l + jfp(5) + i i V i + 2t“2))(mod/) (5.95) 
V J J 
G y ) 三 1 + 是 ( � � + (mod/ ) (5.96) 
/ l O f 、 5 15 
( 3 � ) 三 ( - 1 ) ^ ( 1 + -t,(5) - + 2i,{2)) (5.97) 
( I 4 O / )三 1 + 芸 fe⑶—iVi) ( m o d / ) (5.98) 
三(-1)^(1+ 2^,(2)) ( m o d p ^ ) (5.99) 
Lemma 5.3.2. We have 
( y ) 三 ( — ( 1 —臺Fh—2力“2)) (modp2) (5.100) 
( y ) - e / ) ( 1 - y i V i ) (mod p2) (5.101) 
(g )三（一1/ (4义)（1 — 2 , p ( 2 ) ) (modp2) (5.102) ‘ 
/ 9 f \ / 5 A / 5 15 \ 
U y 三 ) (^1 — i 力 — i F p — 1 ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.103) 
= (l-5F,_i+2t,(2)) (modp2) (5.104) 
( ' { ) - G 9 M F p - i ) ( m � d p 2 ) (5-105) 
/g f\ / 5 A / ^ c： \ 
. [ / y j 三 （ — 1 ) 乂 2 � + � — � — z F p - i ) (modp2)(5.106) 
/8f\ /6f\ / 5 \ 
[4fJ “ � ( 1 - ( 5 � 1 0 7 ) 
( y ) 三 （ 一 1 ) 《 4 , 0 ( 1 + 臺 i V i - 2 力 p ⑵ ) （ m o d p 2 ) (5.108) 
( 2 / ) - � ( 1 - 是 力 + (modp2) (5.109) 
( � 三 （ 一 1 ) � � ( 1 +書iVi — 2力“2)) (modp2) (5.110) 
( J ) 三 ( l + 2 t “ 2 ) — ^ f “ 5 ) + 5 i ^ ) (mod p2) (5.111) 
\ 
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From above, i t suffices to consider the fol lowing binomial coefficients: 
f2f\ f3f\ / 4 / \ 
v/y'v/;'v/；'W；' 
fQf\ fQf\ 
U ； ' W ； ' W ； ' W / 
Lemma 5.3.3. We have 
Q?o)(l’ 1 ) 三 一 尝 巧 - 1 - 4办⑵(modp) (5.112) 
( � 35 
W ( 2 , l )三— ^ F p — i +4办(2) (modp) (5.113) 
Q(,o)(3’ 1 )三 - 8如⑶(modp) (5.114) 
Q^{2,2)三-l^Fp-Jmodp) (5.115) 
,s 25 5 
QioH4,l)三 + (5.116) 
厂、 2 "5 
Q(/o)(3,2)三 4 ^ , ( 2 ) + (modp) (5.117) 
Q(,o)(4,2)三—尝 i^ p—i(modp) (5.118) 
Q 1 o ( 3 , 3 )三 1 — 12gp(2)(modp) (5.119) 
Theorem 5.3.4. / / Z 三 0(mod5)，then 
f2f\ f - iy+i B 
」 ) 三 ( 1 0 + 4^,(2)) ( m o d / ) (5.120) 
/ 3 f\ B 
r )三-(8力p(2) — 20 — 35iVi) (mod/) (5.121) 
\ J 
三 — 20 - 16t,(2)) (modp2) (5.122) 
/4 f\ 
三 + (modp2) (5.123) 
e / )三盒 (撒P � — 2 5力 p ( 5 ) + 5 iV i -40 ) (mod/) (5.124) 
/5f\ 4 三而(16fp(2) — 25f,(5) + — 40) (mod/) (5.125) 
\ 
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C / ) 三 ^ ^ (2.5力“5) — - - 40) (mod/ ) (5.126) 
G i ) 三 - f (2 + ^p-i) (mod/ ) (5.127) 
(二 )三 1 —12,p(2)-10) (modp2) (5.128) 
/ 7 A A 
： 三 { 2 A t , ( 2 ) — 45Fp_i — 20) (mod/ ) (5.129) 
\ / / 
/Yf\ 4 
( ^ 2 / ) 三 而 （ 1 份“⑵ + 2 糊 — — 40) (mod/广)） (5.130) 
G ) - i (8认2) - — 10) (modp2) (5.131) 
三 ( 仍 一 力‘)�—20) (mod /,)) (5.132) 
( j / j ^ = - 2 ) ( m o d / ) (5.133) 
/8 A 1)/ 4 
三 — G4/,(2) + 85F,_i 一 40) (mod":,) (5.134) 
= - 1) (iiiod/r) (5.1；^)) 
VKI / -
/() f \ B 
\ 三：(厂)厂"—1 — 10) (iiKxl/r) 
\ J J ‘-)() 
三芸(8/,(2) — 20 — (iiKxl/r) (5丄、7) 
/() f \ .1 
•； 三•；““ 1 — 2() + ‘丄1�(2)) (inod/r) (厂).n<S) 
\-\l / 1() 
/<) f \ B 
三：（:r2/,,(2)�r:2._)/"(「)）f ir,o/-；, , - 10) (nicd/r). (厂 
V L/ / '�(> 
U'fuK 
\i) \n 
A - / - ( I ——； ) . 厂 1 ) . 
•) 1.) - •>' * •) 1.) - I ‘ 
“ , ( 1 ——-__hi ) - .-,/)„•( 1 . — j. 
^ > 1 •、_ ) > 1 ‘ ） _ » 乂 
\ 
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Theorem 5.3.5 . If Z^ O(mod 5)； then 
C / ) 三 ^ (D风 1，—5，10，0)(1 + 2 5 , 1 0 , — 5 , 1 0 , 0 ) 2 ) 
QAr) \ 
—风—1,25，10, 20)(1 —丑(—I，25，K)，20)2—\^(1，—5，10,0)2)) 
(10 + 5Fp_i + Atp{2)) ( m o d ( 5 . 1 4 0 ) 
( / ) 三 (丑(1，—25，10, 2 0 ) ( 1 - i ^ d , - 2 5 , 1 0 ， 5 ， 1 0 , O)2) 
(20 — 8tp(2) + 35Fp_i) (mod/ ) (5.141) 
= ( - l ) Y o n -25 10 20V1 ^ � 
� / � = V ^ ' _ ， ， 八 _ —25，10, 20)2 — 5i?(_l，5,10,0)2) 
+洲 (—1， 1 0， 0 ) ( 1 十肌—25’10’20) 2 6 %—1， 5 , 1 0， 0 ) 2 ) ) 
(20 — + 16tp(2)) (modp2) (5.142) 
/4 A 
Jj)三—i(l + Fp—i)(modp2) (5.143) 
( / ) 三 ^ (?^(1，25, 20, _ 1 0 ) ( 1 —丑(1, 25, 2 0 ， 5 ^ ( 1 , 5， 1 0 ) 2 ) 
647) \ 
—D丑(1’ 5，0，10)(1 + /^(l,25，20，—10)/—5吼 5，0,10)2)) 
(40 — 32tp(2) + 25tp(5) — 5Fp_i) (mod p^) (5.144) 
( 2 / ) 三 (及(1, 25，20，—10)(1 —丑(1，25, 20,-lO)^^ ^  5, 0,10)2) 
+M(1,5,0,10)(1 + — ^ - ) ] 
� 八 25, 20, -10)2 - 5i?(l, 5, 0,10)27 
(40 - 16力p(2) + 25力p(5) — 35Fp_i) (rnodp") (5.145) 
f ^ f ] = t l l f m 95 20 - l o v i ^ � 
\ f j = V ^ ' ， ， - 丄 u八丄- i ^ ( i，25, 20 , - 10 )2 - 5 i? ( l , 5, 0,10)2) 
64» \ 
-卿，5，0，啡 + ^^(1’25，20，一10/-5聯，0，10)2)) 
(40 — 2btp{5) + 48力p(2) + 45Fp_i) (mod (5.146) 
/6 A B 
三 - - ( 2 + Fp_0(modp2) (5.147) 
\ 
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( 3 ^ 三 ^ (风— 1， 1 0， 2 0 ) ( 1 - 风 — I , 25,10, —5,10, 0)2) 
+训(1，—5,10，0)(1 + 
(15Fp_i — 12tp(2) — 10) ( m o d / ) (5.148) 
C / ) 三 j h ( 所 1, _25，10，20)(1 — 风 1, —25,10,20)26 知 1，5,10,0)2) 
+例— 1， 5 , 1 0 , 0)(1 H - 肌 _ 2 5 , 1 0 ’ 2 0)，—V I，5，1 0，0 ) 2 ) ) 
(20 — 2 4 t p ( 2 ) + 4 5 F p _ i ) ( m o d p ' ) (5.149) 
、2f)三 (丑(1，25, 20, —10)(1 —丑(1, 25, 20, —10)2 - 5R(1, 5, 0,10)2) 
+ 卿 , 5 ， 0 , 1 0 ) ( 1 + 春 , 2 0，— 1 0 ) 6，— 5 肌 5 , 0 , 1 0 ) 2 ) ) 
(40 - 16tp(2) - 25tp(5) + 115Fp_i) ( m o d ( 5 . 1 5 0 ) 
( 3 / ) 三 而 ( 只 ( ― 1 , 25，10, 20)(1 -只(―1，25,10, 2 0 ) 2 — 5 , 1 0 ， 0 ) 2 ) 
十皿 ( 1 , —5，10, 0)(1 + 
(8tp(2) — lOFp—1 — 10) (modp2) (5.151) 
C f ) 三 ^ (丑(1，—25’ 10，20)(1 - 风 1, —25，10, 5,10’ 0)2) 
(20 — 65Fp_i + 32tp(2)) (modp^) (5.152) 
G i ) 三 ^ ( 3 F p - i - 2 ) ( m o d / ) (5.153) 
f S f ) 二 i z i l V 船 25 20 — 盡 牲 、 
[3/J = 、九(丄'2�2U，一丄U八丄-只(1’ 25, 20, _10)2 _ 5i?(l, 5, 0’ 10)2) 
+卿， 5， 0 , 1 0 ) ( 1 + 则 25,20,—lO) '? ' : 5 聯 , 0 , 1 0 ) 2 ) ) 
(40 - 25tp(5) + 64tp(2) - 85Fp_i) ( m o d / ) (5.154) 
( 二 ) 三 | ( 2 F , _ i - l ) ( m o d p 2 ) (5.155) 
\ 
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( 7 ) 三 ^ (风—1，25,10’ 20)(1 —只(-1，25，10, -5,10，0)2) 
- 卿 ， - 5 ， 1 0 ’ Q) ( l + 1， 2 5 , 1 0， 2 0 ) 2 6 4 — 5 , 1 0 0)2)) 
(5Fp_i + 16tp(2) — 10) (modp2 ) (5.156) 
( 2 / ) 三 T ^ (只(1，-25，10，20)(1 — 丑 ( 1 ， — 2 5 ， 1 0 ， 2 0 ) 2 5 , 1 0 , 0)2) 
一洲 ( — 1 , 5,10, _ 十 25,10,20)2 二 1 ， M 0 ， 0 ) 2 ) ) 
(20 一 8tp(2) + 95Fp_i ) ( m o d / ) (5.157) 
( 3 / ) 三 ( 丑 ( 1 ， — 2 5 ， 1 0 , 2 0 ) ( 1 — 风 1 , - 2 5 ， 1 0 ， 2 0 ) 2 - 5 R ( - 1 , 5,10，0)2) 
+洲(—1，5 ,10, 0 ) ( 1 + 肌 - 2 M 0 ， 2 0 ) 2 - 1 , 5 , 1 0 ， 0 ) 2 ) ) 
(20 - 105Fp_i — 24tp(2)) (mod/) (5.158) 
( 4 / ) 三 ^ (丑(1，25’ 20’ _10)(1 —丑(1，25,20, —10)2 - 5R(1, 5, 0，10)2) 
- 卿 ’ 5, 0’ 10)(1 + 肌 2 5 , 2 0 , - K ) / - 5 i ^ ( l ， 5 , 0 , 1 0 ) 2 ) ) 
(40 - 32tp(2) — 25tp(5) - 155Fp_i) ( m o d ( 5 . 1 5 9 ) 
5.4 Numerical Examples 
We now ver i fy our formulae by g iv ing some examples. We take p = 17,11,13 
for k = 8,10,12 respectively. 
5.4.1 /c = 8 
Here we have p = 17, / 二 2. F i x a pr imi t ive root g = 5. Then the parameters 
are <24 = - 1 , 6 4 = 4, a.g = 3, bg = —2. Note that Gw = 470832 三 51(mod289) 
\ 
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and = 65535 = 221 ( m o d 289). T h e n 
/ 1 6 \ 
。 三 1 + 2 . 51 + 4 . 221 三 120 ( m o d 289) 
\ 2 y 
( ^ j = 1 + 3 - 2 2 1 = 86 ( m o d 289) 
/ 1 6 \ 
^ 三 1 — 2 . 51 + 4 . 221 三 205 ( m o d 289) 
(IgG) - 1 + 2 - 2 2 1 = 154 ( m o d 289) 
/ 4 \ / 1 7 \ / 1 1 \ 
L J 三 6 — 了 1 +了2 2 1 + _ 5 1 三 6 ( m o d 289) 
V J V 6 乂 V 4 2 ； 
( g = — ( 2 — 导 ) ( 1 —全2 2 1 + 5 1 ) 三 15 ( m o d 289) 
( g ) 三 — ( 6 — 警 ) ( 1 + 221 —丢 5 1 )三 28 (mod 289) 
( 4 ) 三 ( 2 — y ) (1 + - 2 2 1 )三 70 (mod 289) 
( l ^ O ) 三 — ( 6 — y ) ( 1 _ 221 + 臺51) - 45 (mod 289) 
/ 1 0 \ / 1 7 \ / 1 1 \ 
, 三 6 — 了 1 — - 2 2 1 + 三 210 (mod 289) 
V 6；V 4 2 ) 
/ 1 2 、 ( 1 7 \ / 3 \ 
2 ) = - ( 2 - j ) (1 + j 2 2 1 —51)三 66(mod289) 
/ 1 2 \ / 1 7 \ ( 1 \ 
」 三 2 — 工 1 — - 2 2 1 三 206 (mod 289) 
V ^ / V 2 y 
/ 1 2 � ( 17\ / 3 3 \ 
广 三 6 — 7 1 + 7221 — 三 57 (mod 289) 
\6y V 6乂 V 4 2 ) 
/ 1 4 \ ( 1 7 \ ( 3 3 \ 
( 2 ) = ( 6 — ( 1 — j 2 2 1 — 三 9 1 ( m o d 2 8 9 ) 
/ 1 4 \ ( \1\ ( 1 \ 」 三 — 2 - 7 I - - 2 2 1 — 3 • 51 三 134 (mod 289) 
\ 4 / V 2 y V 4 7 
/ 1 4 \ / 1 7 \ ( 5 \ 
广 三 - 6 — 7 1 - 2 2 1 — 三 113 (mod 289) 
V 6 y V 2 y 
\ 
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5.4.2 fc = 10 
Here we have p = 11, / 二 1. F i x a p r im i t i ve root g = 2. T h e n Z = I. The 
so lut ion of (4.33),(4.34),(4.35) and (4.51) is [x,w,u,v) = (1，1,0,1) by Page 131 
of [1]. Therefore, 
D = ( 5 + ^ ) ( - T ^ ) _ m 。 d l 2 1 ) . 
44 44 
“ (1 — T ^ I ^ ) + 5 • 48(1 + E 4 3 ( m o d 121) 
44 44 
召 = ( 1 _ T ^ T ^ ) _ 5 . 48(1 + Y ^ n ^ ) 三 69 (mod 121) 
Also we have R{a, 6, c, d) = a + 6 + d, tp{2) = 1023 三 55 (mod 121), 二 55, 
力p(5) = 9765624 三 77 (mod 121). Therefore 
V v “ 80 V ^ 4八丄十 4 4 2 - 5 . 4 2 J ( 4 4 2 - 5 - 4 2 7 
(10 + 5 • 55 + 4 • 55) = 2 (mod 121) 
/ 3 \ 1 ( 6 4 - 1 1 、 」 。 6 4 - 1 1 A 
(20 - 8 • 55 + 35 • 55 )三 3 (mod 121) 
/ 4 \ — 1 / " 1 6 4 - 1 1 、 j 。 “ 6 4 - 1 1 A 
(20 - 5 • 55 + 16 • 55)三 4 (mod 121) 
/ 4 \ 43 
^ 三-—(1 + 55) = 6 (mod 121) 
/ 5 \ 1 / 6 4 . 1 1 6 4 - 1 1 \ 
( 1 ) 三 预 卜 ( 1 - + 
(40 - 32 • 55 + 25 • 77 - 5 • 55 )三 5 (mod 121) 
/ 5 \ 1 / 6 4 . 1 1 6 4 - 1 1 \ 
( 2 ) 三 5 ^ ( 1 6 ( 1 - + 48 . 1 6 ( 1 + 
(40 - 16 • 55 + 25 • 77 - 35 • 55)三 10(mod 121) 
/ 6 \ - 1 / 64 • 11 64 . 11 \ 
( 1 ) 三 顽 ( 1 6 ( 1 — T ^ ^ ^ i ： ! ^ ) — 4 8 . 1 6 ( 1 十 1 ^ ^ 3 ^ 7 1 ^ ) ) 
(40 - 25 • 77 + 48 • 55 + 45 • 55)三 6 (mod 121) 
CO 
2 ] 三 一 i ( 2 + 55 )三 1 5 ( m o d l 2 1 ) 
\ 
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- 1 / , , , 6 4 . 11 、 1 。 … 6 4 - 1 1 A 
(15 • 55 - 12 • 55 - 10)三 20 (mod 121) 
/ 7 \ 1 ( " 1 6 4 . 1 1 、 」 。 " 1 6 4 . 1 1 A 
(20 - 24 • 55 + 45 • 55) = 7 ( m o d 121) 
/7\ 1 / 64.11 64.11 入 
( 2 ) 三 丽 + 4 8 . 16(1 + 
(40 - 16 • 55 - 25 • 77 + 115 . 5 5 )三 21 (mod 121) 
/ 7 \ 1 / 64 • 11 6 4 - 1 1 \ 
( 3 ) 三 面 ( 4 4 ( 1 - S S ^ ) — + 
(8 • 55 - 10 • 55 - 10)三 35 (mod 121) 
/ 8 \ — 1 / … 6 4 - 1 1 、 ^。 6 4 - 1 1 A 
(20 - 65 • 55 + 32 • 55) = 8 ( m o d 121) 
( f ) 三 ^ (3 • 55 - 2) = 28(mod 121) 
W 4 
/ 8 \ - 1 / 64 . 11 64 • 11 \ 
( 3 ) 三 顽 ( 1 6 ( 1 —I^^^iTT^)+48.16(1 + 1 ^ ^ 1 ^ ) ； ) 
(40 - 25 • 77 + 64 • 55 - 85 • 55 )三 56(mod 121) 
/ 8 \ 69 
^ 三一 (之 • - 1 ) 三 70(mod 121) 
W 2 
/ 9 \ 1 / 」 " i 6 4 - 1 1 、 a 。 6 4 - 1 1 A 
(5 • 55 + 16 • 55 - 10)三 9 (mod 121) 
/ 9 \ 1 ( … 6 4 - 1 1 、 _ “ 6 4 - 1 1 A 
(20 - 8 • 55 + 95 • 55) = 36(mod 121) 
/ 9 \ 1 f , , 6 4 - 1 1 , ( 6 4 - 1 1 A 
(20 - 105 . 55 — 24 . 55)三 84(mod 121) 
/ 9 \ 1 / 64 . 11 6 4 - 1 1 \ 
( 4 ) 三 ( 1 6 ( 1 - - 48 . 16(1 + T O ^ ^ ) ) 
(40 - 32 • 55 - 25 • 77 - 155 • 55)三 5 (mod 121) 
“ 工工 。 ) 三 - ( 1 + 曼 7 7 + 字 55 + 2 . 55)三 10 (mod 121) 
\ 
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(l〕。) = 1 + 是 ( 7 7 + 5 5 )三 45 ( m o d 121) 
/ I Q \ 5 15 
f ^ j 三—(1 + y 5 5 + 2 . 5 5 ) 三 1 2 0 ( m o d l 2 1 ) 
(I4O) = 1 + 臺(77 - 55)三 89 ( m o d 121) 
/10\ 
= - ( 1 + 2 . 5 5 ) 三 10 ( m o d 121) 
V V 
5.4.3 k = 12 
Here we have p 二 13，/ = 1. F i x a p r im i t i ve root g = 2. T h e n Z = 1，T = 4. 
The parameters are <23 = —1, 63 二 <24 = —3, 64 = 2, r^ = —5, 53 = —3, U3 = 7, 
V3 = —1, <212 = 3，612 = —2, C12 = i. Note tha t 
. 1 3 - 2 - 9 … 1 2 、 
Ci2 三 2 三 — 三 99 ( m o d p ). —12 
Also we have tp{2) = 4095 二 39(modl69),力p(3) = 531440 三 104(modl69) , 
H p _ i = 2107560 三 130(mod 169). Therefore, 
( J ) 三 - 4 ( 3 - § ) (2 + 130) (mod 169) 
/3\ 99 13 
1 j 三 2 + y ) ( - 2 4 + 4 • 39 - 9 • 104 - 6 • 130) ( m o d 169) 
/4\ 99.43 13 
1 三 6 + 2 4 + 9 . 1 0 4 - 1 2 . 3 9 — 6 . 130) ( m o d 169) 
\ 1 / 24 6 
Q ) 三 f ) (3 + 2 - 3 9 ) ( m o d 169) 
( D 三 + y ) (2 • 39 - 3 • 130 - 2) (mod 169) 
/5\ —99 13 
f 三 + — ) ( - 2 4 + 9 • 104 + 4 • 39 - 30 • 130) (mod 169) 
\ 2 y 24 2 
( 1 13 
f J 三 — j ) (12 .ISO — 12 - 6 . 3 9 — 9 . 1 0 4 ) ( m o d 169) 
( 1 1 3 
) 三 一 ( - 2 + — ) ( 8 . 39 - 9 . 104 - 12) (mod 169) 
y2J 12 2 
\ 
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(广 \ -1 Q 
J 三 + — ) ( m o d 169) 
3 乂 0 
三 i ( 6 - y ) (2 . 39 + 3 • 104 - 8 • 130 - 4) ( m o d 169) 
f f ) = —29(6 —芸）（2 • 39 _ 130 — 2) (mod 169) 
W 6 
/ 7 \ - 9 9 . 4 3 13 
。 三 - ^ ( - 6 + — ) ( - 2 4 + 9 • 104 + 36 • 39 - 42 • 130) (mod 169) 
\ 3 / 24 6 
/o\ —1 12 
三；（—5+ 7 ) ( 3 . 1 3 0 - 4 . 3 9 — 2) ( m o d 169) 
VV 2 5 
/q\ 1 1O 
\ = - ( - 2 + — ) (9 • 104 - 12 - 16 • 39) ( m o d 169) 
\ 2 J 12 2 
/ 8 \ 99 .43 13 
。 三 6 + — ) ( - 2 4 + 9 • 104 - 36 • 39 + 30 • 130) (mod 169) 
\ 3 / 24 6 
/o\ 1 o 
( 4 ) 三 - y + 5 ( m o d 169) 
/gX —99.43 13 
三 — ^ ( - 6 + — ) ( - 2 4 - 27 • 104 + 60 • 39 - 6 • 130) (mod 169) 
\ 1 / 24 6 
/ Q X — 9 9 1 3 
三 "^(—2 + - ^ ) ( - 2 4 - 27 • 104 + 4 • 39 + 42 • 130) (mod 169) 
三 4 3 ( - 6 + 譬 ) ( 1 —39) ( m o d l 6 9 ) 
/ Q X — 9 9 . 4 3 1 3 
三 " " “—^(-6 + y ) ( - 2 4 - 27 . 104 + 36 . 39 + 30 . 130) (mod 169) 
/ 1 0 \ —99 13 
1 ) 三 2 + y ) ( - 2 4 - 20 • 39 + 27 • 104 - 6 • 130) (mod 169) 
( ? ) 三 — 丢 ( 7 — y ) ( 3 — 4 . 39) (mod 169) 
/ 1 0 \ 99 13 
= - ( - 2 + — ) ( - 2 4 + 9 • 104 - 20 • 39 + 42 • 130) (mod 169) 
\ 3 y 24 2 
三 -^ ( -2 + (8 • 39 + 9 • 104 - 12) (mod 169) 
V 4 / 12 2 
,10)三 29(6 —i^) (5 . 1 3 0 - 2 ) (mod 169) 
6 
( 工 工 工 ) = 4 ( 3 - ^ ) (2 - 2 - 3 9 - 5 - 130) (mod 169) 
\ 
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/ 1 1 \ 99 13 
。 三 2 + i ) ( - 2 4 + 4 . 3 9 + 27 .104 + 6 6 . 1 3 0 ) ( m o d l 6 9 ) 
\ 2 / z4 1 
/11\ —99.43 13 
( 3 ) 三 24 ( - 6 + 24 + 9 . 104 + 60 . 39 + 66 . 130) (mod 169) 
( I 4 I ) 三 ^ ( - 5 -f y ) (2 • 39 + 9 • 130 - 2) (mod 169) 
三 4 ( 6 -尝）（48. 130 — 12 + 6 . 3 9 + 9 .104 ) (mod 169) 
\ 5 / 12 D 
( ? ) = (—1)(1 +臺 1 0 4 + 3 . 3 9 + 3 . 130) (mod 169) 
/ 1 2 \ 3 
三 1 + - 1 0 4 + 2 . 39 (mod 169) 
乂2 乂 2 
/12\ 
= ( - l ) ( l + 3 - 3 9 ) ( m o d l 6 9 ) 
V 3 / 
/12\ 3 
^ j 三 1 + ^104 (mod 169) 
/ 1 2 \ 3 
, 三（-l)(l + ;^104 + 3 . 3 9 - 3 . 1 3 0 ) ( m o d l 6 9 ) 
乂5 乂 2 
/12\ 
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